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Introduction:
The UK housing market – a generational divide
Britain is supposed to be a “property-owning democracy”, yet an entire generation of young
people have found that their dreams of being able to own their own home one day have been
trampled on by our national housing crisis. As things stand there is a fundamental mismatch
between the ambition of most young people to buy their own home and the ability of the
housing market to fulfil it, and unless urgent actions are taken more and more young people will
find that the rewards and responsibilities of home-ownership have been pushed completely
beyond their reach.
The UK housing crisis is an intergenerational problem; Fig.1 shows that levels of homeownership have been falling among younger age cohorts for over 20 years, while they have
continued to increase among older ones.

Percentage of owner-occupier household reference persons (HRPs) within different age groups, 1981, 1991,
2001, 2008–20091

This trend has taken place despite the large volume of survey evidence which clearly shows that
the vast majority of today’s young adults still want to own their own home. To take just one
example, according to a survey published by Halifax Bank in 2013, 80% of people aged 20–45
would like to own their own home, but only 44% of this age group have succeeded in doing so.2
This vast mismatch between what the customers want and what the market has proved capable
of delivering for them shows that Britain’s housing market is fundamentally broken and that
radical reforms will be needed in order to make it start functioning effectively again for the next
generation.

Department for Communities and Local Government (DCLG) (2010) English Housing Survey: Household
Report 2008–9 London: DCLG
2 Halifax Bank (2013) Generation Rent: A Society Divided Leeds: Halifax Bank
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The causes of Britain’s housing crisis are complex, but at its heart is the straightforward gap
between supply and demand. Prices have been rising continuously because Britain has failed to
build enough new homes (Fig.2).

Fig.2 Comparison between the numbers of new housing units completed each year by tenure and the value of
the ONS mix-adjusted house price index, UK, 1969–20123

Fig.2 displays the number of new housing units that were completed in each year between 1969
and 2012 by different types of house builder, and compares this data with the value of the ONS
mix-adjusted house price index over the same period. It shows how the number of new housing
units being completed in the UK has declined significantly over time, largely due to the
reduction in the number of new units being constructed by Local Authorities since the 1980s,
and how the absence of these additional housing units has never adequately been replaced by
increased development from the private sector. As the UK’s population – and thus the demand
for housing – has been rising continuously throughout this period, this has placed strong
upward pressure on house prices.
Young people have been thwarted by the housing crisis in two specific ways. Firstly, it has
stymied their ability to become owner-occupiers. The data presented in Fig.1 have shown that
levels of owner-occupation have been falling among young adults for over 20 years, and there is
abundant evidence that this is largely because of cost pressures. As one would expect, rising

3Fig.2

is based on data taken from DCLG Live Table 241: permanent dwellings completed, by tenure, United
Kingdom, historical calendar year series and Table 33 within ONS (2014) House Price Index, December
2013: Annual Tables 20 to 39
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house prices have increased the ratio of average earnings which typical first-time buyers need
to pay to get on the housing ladder, forcing them into higher levels of debt (Fig.3).

Fig.3 Ratio of average prices to incomes and average mortgage advances to incomes for first-time buyers,
UK, 1969–20124

Fig.3 shows that the cost of housing has nearly doubled relative to typical earnings for first-time
buyers over the last 40 years, meaning that the amount they have had to borrow to get on the
housing ladder has risen as well. This has resulted in aspirant first-time buyers having to save
for years longer than used to be the case in previous generations before they can get on the
property ladder, a trend which has been exacerbated by the higher deposits that most lenders
have demanded from first-time buyers since the beginning of the recession in 2008, a period in
which they have averaged 20–25% of the purchase price.5
Although ONS data suggest that the typical age of a first-time buyer did not rise between 1990
and 2012,6 this average figure masks the worrying divide between young homebuyers who are
able to receive financial support from their parents and those who are not. According to figures
released by the bank HSBC, two-thirds of people who manage to get on the property ladder by
the time they are 29 have received financial assistance from their parents, whereas the average
age when they purchase their initial home without such help is 35.7 This suggests that the
housing crisis is likely to further entrench social divisions within British society as wealth
becomes increasingly concentrated among a smaller proportion of families who are able to pass
it from one generation to the next, a trend which endangers much of the social progress
achieved in Britain during the 20th century.

Fig.3 is based on data taken from Table 30 within ONS (2014) House Price Index, December 2013: Annual
Tables 20 to 39
5 Table 38 within ONS (2014) House Price Index, December 2013: Annual Tables 20 to 39
6 Table 37 within ONS (2014) House Price Index, December 2013: Annual Tables 20 to 39
7 HSBC (2014) Property Haves and Have-Nots:The Outlook for today's 25–36 year olds London: HSBC
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Secondly, young people who dream of getting on the housing ladder have been thwarted by the
rising cost of renting. As many people who cannot afford to buy have no alternative but to rent
instead, the extra demand precipitated by the housing crisis has led to a dramatic increase in the
number of renters. Almost 20% of British households now rent privately (this amounts to
around 3.8 million people), and over half of tenants are under the age of 35.8 As a result of the
strength of demand, renting in many parts of Britain is extremely expensive; in 2011 55% of
English Local Authority Areas had mean private rents which were classed as “unaffordable” by
the housing charity Shelter (Fig.4).

Fig.4 Proportion of English Local Authority Areas falling into different categories of affordability for private
renters9

This means that young people are now hit with higher housing costs than older generations.
Spending on housing costs now accounts for 22% of all spending by households where the
Household Reference Person (HRP) is under the age of 30, which is considerably higher than for
any other age group (Fig.5).

Fig.5 Housing costs as a proportion of average total expenditure, by age of HRP, 201110

Kingman, David (2013) Why BTL equals “Big Tax Let-off”: How the UK tax system hands buy-to-let
landlords an unfair advantage London: Intergenerational Foundation
9 Shelter (2011) Shelter Private Rent Watch, Report 1: Analysis of Local Rent Levels and Affordability
London: Shelter
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Having to pay such high housing costs makes it almost impossible for millions of young renters
to save up enough money to ever be able to afford a deposit. As a result, it has been estimated
that 40% of today’s 20 year-olds will have to rent privately for the whole of their adult lives.11
Not being able to live in the type of housing where they want to is not only discouraging for the
individuals concerned, but it will also have knock-on ramifications for the rest of society such as,
potentially, a lower birth rate (47% of tenants said they did not believe it was right to have
children until they were owner-occupiers12) and a much higher bill for Housing Benefit (as 42%
of today’s private renters receive Housing Benefit, and this figure is likely to increase).13
The obvious solution to the housing crisis is for Britain simply to build more housing. However,
attempts to restore the supply of new housing to the level it reached during the 1960s have
repeatedly been frustrated over recent years; increasing the supply is also unlikely to be a
panacea if, for example, the strong economic position of landlords and property investors
enables them to purchase most of the new stock at the expense of young families.
Since IF was established in 2011 we have published several research papers that have examined
different elements of the housing crisis, with a view to offering new solutions to policy-makers
which will lead to increased intergenerational and social justice without suggesting that simply
building more housing can act as the cure-all that it is often presented as. The remainder of this
submission will offer a summary of each of these research studies and their policy
recommendations, in order to try to offer some new solutions to the problem of how we can
deliver the housing that young people so desperately need.

ONS (2012) Table A10: Household expenditure as a percentage of total expenditure by age of household
reference person, 2011 Newport: ONS
11 Lloyd, J. (2012) The Future Cost of Housing Benefit for Older People London: Strategic Society Centre
12 Halifax Bank (2013) Generation Rent: A Society Divided Leeds: Halifax Bank
13 Department for Work and Pensions (2013) Benefits expenditure and caseload tables 2013 London: DWP
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Recommendation 1:
Use our existing housing stock more efficiently
Hoarding of Housing: The Intergenerational Crisis in the Housing Market
by Matt Griffith (October 2011)
Understanding Downsizing – Why People Choose to Downsize or Not
by Jeremy Leach (April 2012)
Overview
The Intergenerational Foundation has published two research papers which examine the issue
of under-occupation within Britain’s existing housing stock. This strand within our research was
inspired by the idea that as an alternative to simply building more new housing, we could do a
lot to address our present housing crisis by trying to encourage more efficient use of the
housing that we have already.
The first of these two studies, Hoarding of Housing: The Intergenerational Crisis in the Housing
Market estimated that English houses contained 25 million bedrooms which no-one sleeps in on
a regular basis (2009/10), based on data from the English Housing Survey. Overall, 37% of total
households – containing 16 million people – lived in under-occupied properties in England. The
number of households that are under-occupied increased from 20% of all households in 1971 to
over 33% in 2009/10. There is a strong intergenerational aspect to this problem: the two
largest groups of homeowners who under-occupy their properties are “empty-nesters” (couples
aged between 50 and 79 whose children have moved out of the parental home) and singleperson pensioner households, whereas young people and families with children are the biggest
victims of overcrowded households in Britain. Levels of under-occupation are projected to
increase as the population ages, because older people are more likely to live alone, and the
popularity of downsizing has stagnated in Britain compared to other ageing countries such as
the USA. This will worsen the housing crisis facing young people because Britain is not building
enough new family homes for them to move into when they want to raise families of their own,
and a growing share of our existing family homes is being occupied by pensioners who aren’t
downsizing after their children have moved out.
In order to further investigate why downsizing is unpopular in Britain, IF undertook a follow-up
study called Understanding Downsizing – Why People Choose to Downsize or Not which involved
conducting qualitative interviews with a sample of pensioner couples aged between 65 and 75,
half of whom had downsized and half of whom had not. Those who had downsized claimed that
they felt liberated by having lower heating and energy bills, a smaller house to maintain and less
gardening, which demonstrates how downsizing can be extremely beneficial for older people.
Those who hadn’t downsized tended to express reservations about the size and quality of
modern houses, while they also said they felt strong sentimental attachments to their current
homes which they would find it difficult to give up; however, they did also express the view that
they would be more likely to downsize if there was a stamp duty concession for downsizers.
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Policy Recommendations
Although improving the efficiency with which we use our current housing stock has great
potential to help solve Britain’s housing crisis, clearly there can be no question of forcibly
evicting under-occupiers from their homes against their will. However, the first of IF’s two
research reports on under-occupation identified a number of ways in which the tax system
could be adjusted to create subtle “nudge” factors which may encourage more people to
downsize voluntarily. These included:
 Abolishing/reducing stamp duty for downsizers;
 Abolishing the 25% council tax discount for single-occupiers;
 Introducing some kind of property value tax on large properties, to encourage people who
are asset-wealthy but income-poor to downsize
The report also argued that Local Authorities could be encouraged to stimulate the development
of more housing which is specifically targeted towards the needs of older homeowners – such as
bungalows, retirement villages and supported flats – because this would help to free up more
family homes for the next generation.
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Recommendation 2:
Curtail tax subsidies for landlords
Why BTL equals “Big Tax Let-Off”: How the UK Tax System Hands Landlords an Unfair
Advantage
By David Kingman (November 2013)
Overview
The Intergenerational Foundation has also undertaken research which examines the dynamics
of the private rented sector. In particular, we were interested in estimating the total value of the
tax subsidies which private landlords receive each year from the public purse. This study
revealed that these could be worth as much as £5 billion per year, as landlords are allowed to
claim both mortgage interest relief and tax relief against most of their other business expenses.
The total amount of tax relief claimed by private landlords in 2010/11 was £13 billion, so the
tax which would have been owed on this sum would have been between £2.6 billion and £5.2
billion, depending on how many private landlords would have fallen into the 40% tax bracket.
This report also revealed two other areas of property taxation which are especially flawed in a
way that benefits private landlords. Firstly, landlords are allowed to claim tax relief on the
depreciation of their rental properties through a device called the “wear and tear allowance”,
under which they can claim 10% of the net rental income from each property tax-free without
having to provide any proof as to what they have spent the money on. The creates a perverse
incentive for landlords to claim the allowance without actually undertaking any repairs, a
supposition which is supported by evidence that shows that 35% of privately rented homes in
Britain were assessed as “non-decent” by the 2011/12 English Housing Survey, in addition to
survey evidence which has found that a quarter of tenants claimed to have been ignored when
they asked their landlord to make repairs to their property.
Secondly, landlords are able to significantly reduce – and often completely eliminate – their
liabilities for Capital Gains Tax (CGT) when they sell their rental properties at a profit. This is
because if a landlord lives in a property for a period of time during which it is recognised as
their main address, they receive CGT relief for the whole of the last three years in which the
property is under their ownership even if they are no longer living there. Landlords are also
able to claim “letting relief” on capital gains which can be used to shelter up to £40,000 from
taxation, and if a couple rents out properties jointly then both of them can claim this amount,
protecting up to £80,000. A landlord who is in firm command of his tax affairs can protect
himself from paying thousands of pounds a year in taxation, depriving the Exchequer of muchneeded revenue.
The report argued that these tax subsidies have a number of undesirable outcomes from the
point of view of broader society. Their most important negative impact is that they tilt the
housing market in favour of landlords instead of first-time buyers, two groups who are already
in sharp competition because of Britain’s extremely limited supply of housing, creating added
competition which raises house prices even further. It is worth remembering that tax relief on
mortgage interest was abolished for owner-occupiers by Gordon Brown in 2001, yet the
10

mortgages of landlords are still being subsidised by the general taxpayer. It also acts as a
transfer from young people who are burdened by high housing costs towards the older
generation of property-owners (the average age of private landlords is 54), and it is socially
regressive because landlords are disproportionately a wealthy, middle-class group. Partly
because of its favourable taxation status compared to other types of investment, money has
poured into the private rented sector since the mid-1990s, inflating house prices and distorting
the supply of new houses being built (increasing the number of flats at the expense of houses)
while starving more productive sectors of the economy of capital.
Policy Recommendations
This report made a number of policy recommendations which should to establish a more level
playing-field between landlords and first-time buyers:
 Limit the amount of mortgage interest which property investors can claim tax relief on;
 Abolish the wear and tear allowance and only allow landlords to claim tax relief for
individual renewals and repairs on an item-by-item basis;
 Reduce the period covered by Private Residence Relief so that it covers only the final 12
months of ownership;
 Reduce lettings relief, and make it more difficult for both members in a couple to both claim
lettings relief jointly;
 Deduct CGT at source from property transactions (as happens in other EU countries, such as
France) in order to cut down on CGT avoidance.
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Recommendation 3:
Encourage younger voices to participate in the
planning process
How the Localism Act Hands Power to Older Generations
By Jeremy Leach and David Kingman (September 2012)
Overview
This research paper was concerned with discovering which voices exert the biggest influence on
the planning process. Specifically, it analysed the profile of the types of people who participate
in local councils. This was in order to counter some of the rhetoric surrounding the passage of
the Localism Act and the promotion of the broader “Localism” agenda, which was filled with
claims to the effect that enabling planning decisions to be made locally would automatically
render them more democratic than if they were made at a higher level. IF argued that if certain
types of people tend to be over-represented within local democratic institutions, such as town
and parish councils, then giving them more powers would not automatically achieve the boost
to democratic participation that had been claimed.
The results of this survey of town and parish councils in England and Wales found that the
typical councillor is significantly older and more likely to be male than the average adult, while
there is also evidence which suggests they are likely to live in a more valuable house than
average. The age profile of councillors was the most striking result of this study: town and
parish councillors have an average age of 60, which is 14 years older than the typical UK adult.
Over-65s account for just 20% of the population but they make up 40% of local councillors; by
contrast, less than 5% of local councillors are under 35 and just 1 in 200 councillors is under the
age of 25. The average age of councillors has risen by 4 years since 2000, suggesting that the age
profile is becoming even more heavily skewed in favour of the older generation.
These findings are important for several reasons. Firstly, it weakens the claim that local
decision-making is truly more democratic if the representatives which it produces are drawn
from such a narrow section of society. Secondly, it has practical implications for the housing
crisis. Local Authorities are required to consult local democratic bodies such as town and parish
councils when they are making decisions about planning applications, and there is evidence that
older people are more likely to oppose new housing developments than younger ones, partly
because they are more likely to already be owner-occupiers themselves. Evidence taken from
the Land Registry suggests that the typical councillor lives in a home which is 18% more
valuable than the average for the surrounding postcode area, suggesting that they are
predominantly a wealthy group who will have a significant incentive to try and protect the value
of their assets.
The report found that the system for electing local representatives is often heavily weighted
against younger people becoming representatives. In particular, councillors are unpaid, which
tilts the balance of power in favour of pensioners because they do not need to do paid work at
the same time that they are supposed to be campaigning and serving their constituents. Many
12

town and parish councils also impose residency requirements which can discriminate against
young people, and they often require those who get elected to remain in the same narrowlydefined area for the whole of their four-year term, when this may not coincide with their work
and family commitments.
Recommendations
This study proposed a series of recommendations which should result in younger people being
given a bigger voice within the planning process:
 Encourage all town and parish councils to hold awareness campaigns which try and
persuade younger residents to vote in local elections;
 Consider introducing compulsory age quotas for town and parish councils so that the voices
of younger residents are represented;
 Examine ways of removing the barriers which prevent young people from being elected as
councillors, such as providing a means-tested allowance that would reduce the pressure
they face to find paid work at the same time;
 Compel all democratic organisations to produce detailed information about the composition
of their membership, in order to encourage further debate
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